This talk presents results on analysis and testing of mobile apps and app stores, reviewing the work of the UCL App Analysis Group (UCLappA) on App Store Mining and Analysis. The talk also covers the work of the UCL CREST centre on Genetic Improvement, applicable to app improvement and optimisation.
APP STORE ANALYSIS
This two page summary paper provides an outline of the material presented in the keynote talk at MobileSoft 2016 by Mark Harman, with pointers to the literature for details of the results covered. The focus of the keynote is app store mining and analysis. We start from the position that app stores provide a wealth of information making them well-suited to software repository mining. However, unlike traditional software repository mining [15] , app store mining benefits from a combination of technical, business and customer facing information [10] .
App stores began to appear in 2008 and have quickly become populated with millions of apps, instantly providing feedback between users and developers. Early studies found a correlation between rating and popularity [10] . This provided the initial evidence that developers would clearly need to take an interest in such data, mined from app stores. These findings have made the analysis of app reviews an interesting research problem aimed at helping developers to manage the wealth of information newly available to them [7, 16, 17] . Nevertheless, care is required, because such research must account for the app sampling problem [20] .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. App Stores can also be mined for relationships between different apps (as well as the data available for a particular app of interest). Such cross-app analysis can allow developers to understand the market place into which they seek to deploy their products. The keynote covers recent results on migration of features through app stores, obtained by mining app descriptions [24] . It also briefly reviews recent results [21, 19] on the impact of releases (relative to previous performance). We argue that causal impact analysis has a significant role to play in App Store Mining and Analysis.
There are many other exciting directions for App Store Analysis, and time sadly only permits a few of these directions to be explored in the keynote. For example, Gorla et al. [6] used API calls to understand how anomalous API calls can highlight aberrant or otherwise suspicious behaviour, while Syer et al. [25] used API calls to understand the relationship between defects and platform dependence. A comprehensive survey of App Store Analysis for Software Engineering can be found in the authors' recent survey [22] .
APP TESTING AND OPTIMISATION
Recent advances in automated test input generation [11] make it possible to automatically generate inputs that cover, for example, white box structure or subtle faults that may be present [9, 23] . Such advances in testing have helped make possible a new approach to software improvement that has come to be known as 'Genetic Improvement' [13, 18, 26] .
Genetic Improvement treats the source code of an existing system as genetic material, using computational search to find new versions of the system that improve some property of interest, while remaining otherwise faithful to the behaviour of the original. The original program is used as test oracle [3] , while automated test data generation is used to assess faithfulness. Recent empirical results concerning code uniqueness [5] and the graftability of code modifications from existing code bases [1] have provided evidence that large existing systems contain a surprising amount of useful 'genetic material' for such improvement.
From the point of view of mobile apps, there are many attractive targets for genetic improvement, including energy, bandwidth and execution time reduction. The keynote will conclude with some recent results from our work on genetic improvement for energy optimisation [4] , deep parameter exposition [27] , dreaming smart phones [8] and automated software transplantation [2, 12, 14] , explaining how these techniques can be used for mobile app optimisation.
